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Abstract Network simulators are necessary for testing algorithms of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) for large scale scenarios but lack the accuracy of real-world deployments. Deploying real WSN testbed provides a more realistic testing environment, and allows users to get more accurate test results. However, deploying real testbed is highly constrained by the available budget when the test needs a large scale WSN environment. By leveraging the advantages of both network simulator and real testbed, an approach that integrates simulation environment and testbed can effectively solve both scalability and accuracy issues. Hence, the simulation of virtual WSN, the visualization of real testbed, and the interaction between simulated WSN and testbed emerge as three key challenges. In this thesis, we present an integrated framework called NetTopo for providing both simulation and visualization functions to assist the investigation of algorithms in WSNs. NetTopo is algorithm oriented for simulation, extensible to visualize new real WSNs and provides a common virtual WSN for the purpose of interaction between sensor devices and simulated virtual nodes. Two case studies are described to prove the effectiveness of NetTopo.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a wireless network consisting of spatially distributed autonomous devices using sensors to cooperatively monitor physical or environmental conditions, such as temperature, sound, vibration, pressure, motion or pollutants, at different locations [1]. Originally developed under motivations of military applications such as battlefield surveillance, WSNs are now used in many civilian application areas including environment monitoring, home automation, healthcare application and traffic control [2]. “Soon we’ll have trillions of sensors …” said by Michael R. Nelson, Director of Internet Technology and Strategy, IBM. Figure 1.1 shows the ascending trend of sensors number compared to those of mobile phones and PCs. The increasing market requirements of these sensor network applications drive the fast development of research in this area at which the scope of this thesis is targeted. Among all kinds of research issues in this area, algorithms are highly concentrated. The subject of this thesis is about simulation, visualization, algorithms and WSNs. To be more specific, the main task of the project is to build a software framework integrating simulation and visualization functions to assist investigation of algorithms in WSNs.
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Figure 1.1. Ascending trend of sensors number
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1.1 Problem Statement Designing and validating algorithms pertaining to wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are among the most fundamental focuses of researchers. Simulators are widely used for the purpose of analysis in these tasks due to the fast prototyping and the capability of tackling large scale systems. Figure 1.2 shows what a simulator is for. However, even the best simulators are still not able to provide real condition simulation environments in terms of completeness, complexity and accuracy. A flexible, well-designed and easy-to-use simulator specific to WSNs is necessary but not adequate for real-world deployments especially in which wireless communication conditions should be concerned.



Figure 1.2. Network simulator



Taking this drawback of simulators into account, using real testbed to evaluate algorithms of WSNs is essentially necessary before applying them into commercial applications. Testbeds allow for rigorous and replicable testing. Nevertheless, there are two serious limitations on this approach in the following two conditions: 1) Large scale. So far, it is still very expensive to buy a large number of sensor nodes devices for a large scale testbed. Especially, for most academic researches the cost for building a large scale testbed is not acceptable. 2) Not replicable environment. For some specific applications, e.g., monitoring an erupting volcano [3], rescue in a sudden earthquake and monitoring hazardous situations [4], deploying a testbed is unwanted since the devices are exposed to dangerous conditions which can cause serious damage.



1.2 Motivation and challenges Simulators enable rapid prototyping and early evaluation of sensor network applications and algorithms. On the other hand, as mentioned above, simulation models are usually not able to represent the real environments with the levels of completeness and accuracy. However, 2
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simulation is still a very important tool. Compared to the cost and time involved in setting up an entire testbed containing multiple networked computers, routers and data links, network simulators are relatively fast and inexpensive. Due to the complementary properties of simulators and testbeds, a better solution could be the integration of simulation environment and physical testbed. Using this technology, applications can run partially in a simulation environment and partially in a physical WSN testbed and interact with each other to create an environment where scalability issues, heterogeneous environments, etc. can be better studied. This integration is specially motivated by the following two concrete scenarios: •



Researchers want to compare the performance of running a same algorithm in both simulator and real testbed. The comparison can guide researchers to improve the algorithm design and incorporate more realistic conditions. A good example is the applying of face routing algorithm in GPSR [5], which is proved to be loop free in theory but actually is not loop free in realist situations, due to the irregular radio coverage [6].



•



A budget limitation prevents researchers from buying enough real sensor nodes but the research work has to base on a large scale WSN. For example, to evaluate the performance of sensor middleware [7], a large scale sensor network is needed. Researchers can actually do the research work by integrating a small number of real sensor nodes and a large number of virtual sensor nodes generated from the simulator.



The integration of simulation environment and physical testbed brings three major challenges: •



Sensor node simulation. Normally, a number of heterogeneous sensor devices can be used for building a WSN testbed. The integrated platform should not simulate only a specific sensor device, which means that the heterogeneous problem requires the integrated platform to be flexible enough to simulate any new sensor device.



•



Testbed visualization. Sensor nodes are small in size and do not have user interfaces as displays or keyboards, which is difficult to track the testbed communication status. On the other hand, the communication topology in testbed is invisible, but researchers usually need to see the topology to analyze their algorithms. For example, when implementing a routing algorithm in the testbed, the actual routing path is expected to be visible. 3
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•



Interaction between the simulated WSN and testbed. The simulated WSN and the real testbed need to exchange information, e.g., routing packet. Their horizontal interconnection, communication, interaction, and collaboration are all emerging difficult problems that need to be addressed.



1.3 Contribution In this thesis, we present an extensible integrated framework of simulation and visualization called NetTopo to assist investigation of algorithms in WSNs. With respect to the simulation module, users can easily define a large number of on-demand initial parameters for sensor nodes, e.g. residential energy, transmission bandwidth, radio radius, etc. Users also can define and extend the internal processing behaviour of sensor nodes, such as energy consumption, bandwidth management. It allows users to simulate an extremely large scale heterogeneous WSN. For the visualization module, it works as a plug-in component to visualize testbed’s connection status, topology, sensed data, etc. These two modules paint the virtual sensor nodes and links on the same canvas which is an integration point for centralized visualization. Since the node attributes and internal operations are user definable, it guarantees the simulated virtual nodes to have the same properties with those of real nodes. The sensed data captured from the real sensor nodes can drive the simulation in a pre-deployed virtual WSN. Topology layouts and algorithms of virtual WSN are customizable and work as user defined plug-ins, both of which can easily match the corresponding topology and algorithms of real WSN testbed. As a major contribution of this research work, NetTopo is released as open source software on the SourceForge. Currently, it has more than eighty java classes and 11,000 Java lines source codes. Users can freely download the latest version of NetTopo by accessing the NetTopo website [8].



1.4 Summary In this chapter, we first give a very basic introduction of the wireless sensor network (WSN) and present problems and advantages of network simulators and real device testbeds for testing and validating algorithms in WSNs. Based on the advantages of these two, a better solution is to integrate simulation and visualization in a whole framework, which is motivated by two scenarios: performance comparison and budget limitation. Then we present three major challenges of the integration in terms of the simulation of virtual WSN, the visualization of real testbed, and the interaction between simulated WSN and testbed.
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After that, we briefly describe the contribution of this thesis. The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: •



Chapter 2 presents an overview of the related work in terms of simulators and WSN visualization and positions our work with respect to the related literature.



•



Chapter 3 illustrates design issues of the framework including architecture, mechanism of modular components, module interfaces and interaction between these interfaces.



•



Chapter 4 describes the features of NetTopo and analyzes the implementation of the framework. It is focused on logic, programming techniques and interesting code of some core features.



•



Chapter 5 presents two case studies provided in NetTopo as examples for testing the effectiveness of the framework.



•



Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and prospects the future work.
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Chapter 2 – Related Work Since NetTopo is an integrated framework of simulation and visualization for WSNs, network simulators and WSN visualization are two main aspects of related work. In this chapter, we have an overview of literature on both of them respectively.



2.1 Related work on simulators So far, a large number of WSN simulators have been proposed by researchers. These simulators can be classified into three major categories based on the level of complexity: •



Algorithm level. Simulators [9-11] focus on the logic, data structure and presentation of algorithms. These simulators do not consider detailed communication models and, most commonly, they rely on some form of a graph data structure to illustrate the communication between nodes. AlgoSensim [9] analyzes specific algorithms in WSNs, e.g. localization, distributed routing, flooding, etc. Shawn [10] is targeted to simulate the effect caused by a phenomenon, improve scalability and support free choice of the implementation model. Sinalgo [11] offers a message passing view of the network, which captures well the view of actual network devices. It was designed, but is not limited to simulate wireless networks. These approaches do not reproduce the ISO network stack and with no or very simplistic MAC layer protocol, they can simulate extremely large networks.



•



Packet level. Simulators [12-15] implement the data link and physical layers in a typical OSI network stack. Hence, it is common for these type of simulators to find implementations of 802.11b or newer MAC protocols and radio models that account for propagation, fading, collision, noise and wave diffraction. The most popular widely used simulator is ns-2 [12] which is not originally targeted to WSNs but IP networks. SensorSim [13] is an extension to ns-2. It provides battery, radio propagation and sensor channel models. J-Sim [14] adopts loosely-coupled, component-based programming model, and it supports real-time process-driven simulation. GloMoSim [15] is designed for the parallel discrete event simulation capability provided by PARSEC.



•



Instruction level. Simulators [16-18] model the CPU execution at the level of instructions or even cycles. They are often regarded as emulators. TOSSIM [16] is the most representative but not most accurate of the existing emulators. TOSSIM 6
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simulates the TinyOS network stack at the bit level. The communication between nodes is modelled through a probabilistic graph which, as side-effect, may reduce the overall accuracy of this tool. Atemu [17] is an emulator that can run nodes with distinct applications at the same time. For this reason, temu is more accurate but its scalability is limited. Avrova [18] is a Java-based emulator used for programs written for the AVR microcontroller produced by Atmel and the Mica2 sensor nodes. Being written in Java, it also benefits from the added portability across various computing platforms.



All these simulators make great contributions to the development of network simulation. They have their own advantages and limitations. Based on the above classification, the simulation framework in our NetTopo is by far algorithm oriented. Additionally, it is clear that none of these simulators has considered integrating with real WSN testbed. This point clearly distinguishes NetTopo from them.



2.2 Related work on WSN visualization With respect to visualization of real WSN testbed, there is much less related work. Octopus [19] is an open-source dashboard to visualise and to control a wireless sensor network in the TinyOS 2.x environment. Octopus provides users with a graphical user interface (GUI) for viewing the live sensor network topology. It also allows the user to dynamically control the behavior of sensor nodes, such as the energy consumption, the sampling period, the radio duty cycle and formulating application queries to the nodes. The Surge Network Viewer [20] and the Mote-VIEW [21] are products of Crossbow Company to visualize WSNs. They are capable of logging wireless sensor data to a database and to analyze and plot sensor readings. The Surge Network Viewer features topology and network statistics visualization as well as logging of sensor readings and the viewing of the logged data. The Mote-VIEW, working as monitoring software, covers essentially the same topics but presents a much cleaner user interface and more features. They are designed to support only Crossbow sensor nodes, thus they are not extensible. SpyGlass [22] visualizes WSN using a flexible multi-layer mechanism that renders the information on a canvas. Data emitted by individual sensor nodes is collected by gateway software running on a machine in the sensor network. It is then passed on via TCP/IP to the visualization software on a potentially remote machine. Visualization plug-ins can register to different data types and visualize the information on a canvas. TinyViz [23] is a GUI tool of TOSSIM package of TinyOS. It 7
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visualizes sensor readings, LED states and radio links and allows direct interaction with running TOSSIM simulations. Using a simple plug-in model, users can develop new visualizations and interfaces for TinyViz. It also allows users to interact with a simulation through a GUI, but these interactions are often ad-hoc, as well as laborious and difficult to reproduce.



In short, most of existing visualization tools support only a single type of WSN and are highly coupled to the TinyOS. However, NetTopo tries to target at the visualization and control of WSN testbed where heterogeneous devices are used, e.g., wireless camera, Bluetooth based body monitoring sensor devices, and these devices are generally not TinyOS based.



2.3 Summary In this chapter, we present an overview of the related work in terms of simulators and WSN visualization. Based on the level of complexity, network simulators are classified into three categories: algorithm level, packet level and instruction level. Advantages and drawbacks of various kinds of simulators are analyzed. The simulation framework in NetTopo is also positioned in these three categories. It is algorithm oriented so it can simulate extremely large WSN. On the subject of WSN visualization, there is much less related work. Most of existing tools support only a single type of WSN and are highly coupled to the TinyOS. NetTopo targets at the visualization of WSN testbeds where heterogeneous devices can be incorporated. In next chapter, design of NetTopo framework is in detail illustrated.
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Chapter 3 – Design of the Framework This chapter illustrates in detail the process of problem-solving and planning for the whole framework solution. We first analyze the requirement specification. Then we describe the architecture of NetTopo. Based on the architecture, modules are partitioned and presented in a hierarchy with specific description respectively. After that, we present the design of module interfaces and data persistence. For the purpose of utilizing NetTopo software and extending the framework for future customizable use, this chapter provides related highlevel software design approaches.



3.1 Requirement specification This section provides specific description of the behaviour of the framework to be developed. Related use cases are also included. The specification is divided into functional requirements and non-functional requirements based on project motivation, preliminaries of related work and using experience of researchers in Digital Enterprise Research Institute (DERI), Galway. In the description part, the terms shall and should have a special and exact meaning when it comes to requirements. A ‘shall requirement’ must be fulfilled; if the feature that implements a ‘shall requirement’ is not in the final system, then the system does not meet this requirement. A ‘should requirement’ implies that the requirement is not critical to the system working but is still desirable. If a system's development is running into problems that will cause delivery delays, then it's often the ‘should requirements’ that are sacrificed first.



Functional requirements are listed as follows: •



The system shall provide basic symbols representing elements in a wireless sensor network including source node, sensor node, sink node, hole and link. All these symbols can be used to build users’ own expected network.



•



The system shall be extensible to allow users to define expected attributes of their own virtual sensor nodes.



•



The system shall allow users to deploy virtual sensor nodes and holes in pre-defined network topologies including line, circle, tree, grid and random or user-defined topologies.



•



The system shall allow users to kill virtual sensor nodes to make them as holes. 9
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•



The system shall provide a set of high-level API for users to simulate their own algorithms.



•



The system should provide function for debugging and logging simulation process.



•



The system shall be extensible to provide device-based wrappers for WSN visualization.



•



The system should allow the interaction and communication between simulation and visualization of WSNs.



•



The system shall provide a graphical user interface on which network deployment, simulation and visualization are displayed.



•



The system shall allow users to clear up all deployed virtual sensor nodes.



•



The system shall allow users to create their own network with maximum freedom such as adding, deleting, selecting, modifying, moving, searching, distributing wireless sensor nodes and configuring their attributes such as energy, expected lifetime, transmission radius, etc.



•



The system shall be able to record simulation results.



•



The system should support for XML import and export.



•



The system shall provide file-related operations including file saving, creating and opening to save the deployment state for future reuse.



•



The system should support 3D representation.



Non functional requirements include: •



The system shall be programmed in Java so as to integrate with a java-based WSN middleware called GSN [24].



•



The system should have a local operating system look and feel.



•



The system shall support network simulation with topology at least 500M*500M.



•



The system shall support simulation of sensor network with sensor node numbers at least 400.



•



The system shall support network simulation with source node numbers at least 99.



•



The system shall warn users that they cannot re-configure virtual sensor nodes or WSN after simulation starts if they do so.



•



The coordinate of virtual sensor nodes to be created or modified must be different from others existed.
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Figure 3.1 shows the use case diagram of requirements related to virtual WSN creation. Figure 3.2 shows the use case diagram of requirements related to sensor node manipulation. Figure 3.3 shows other use cases. System Create sink nodes



Create sensor nodes



Assign holes >



Create a cluster-based topo



>



>



> Assign cluster headers



Create a virtual WSN User



>



> >



Deploy line topology



>



Deploy grid topology



Deploy ring topology



Assign source nodes



Figure 3.1. Use case diagram related to WSN creation



System Move a sensor node



Create a sensor node



View node properties



Search a sensor node > user



User Modify a sensor node



>



Select a node



>



> Kill a sensor node



Delete a sensor node



Figure 3.2. Use case diagram related to node manipulation
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System Start WSN visualization



Configure statistics



Stop WSN visualization User



Manipulate file



Simulate an algorithm



Figure 3.3. Other use cases



3.2 Architecture As required and constrained by the requirement specification, the whole system environment involves the following five entities: user, NetTopo framework, persistent data, sensor devices and gateway. From users’ point of view, NetTopo, regarded as a software application, is located above an operating system in a computer. Persistent data stored in the local machine are transparent to the user. Besides the application, user is aware of real sensor devices. Due to the heterogeneity and hardware-specific properties of sensor devices, a gateway working as an intermediate node, is incorporated for adapting communication between NetTopo and sensor devices.



Figure 3.4 shows the NetTopo architecture. This figure shows not only the relationship of the five entities, but also an overview of the inner framework of NetTopo. User sends commands via Graphical User Interface (GUI) of NetTopo and waits for response which is normally a visual change on GUI. Two main components in NetTopo are simulator and visualizer. They can interact with each other indirectly by sharing the same virtual WSN which stores temporary data copied from persistent data. From network point of view, simulator component runs locally on the machine without communicating with outside entities. However, visualizer component should gather information from gateway. This information exchange could be based on several protocols such as TCP/IP, Sockets, etc. The gateway, working as an adaptor, is responsible for communicating with various kinds of hardware devices. It needs to setup the corresponding driver software of devices and possibly a WSN middleware [7] for formalizing the data. Then NetTopo can easily get all 12
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kinds of sensed data in a uniform format. This way, the framework can be easily extended to support for visualizing multiple real sensor networks. User Sensor devices NetTopo Sensors GUI Virtual WSN



Sink



Persistent Data



Simulator



Visualizer Gateway



Figure 3.4. NetTopo architecture



Based on this architecture, all external entities NetTopo need to communicate with are user, local computer and gateway. Inside NetTopo framework, four components including GUI, Virtual WSN, Simulator and Visualizer are presented to show the relationship between inner components and external entities. More specific information, other inner components and the interaction of these components are illustrated in Section 3.3.



3.3 Module Design In this section, we take a further look at the software modules of the framework. Modules are partitioned based on the functions and relation hierarchy. Since module design, relative “low level design”, has to consider the programming language which shall be used in the implementation, according to the requirement specification, Java is the programming language. This object-oriented programming language determines our design methodology. Class diagrams, sequence diagrams are involved. Each module could consist of one or more classes in which related methods are encapsulated. Interfaces of each module will be illustrated in Section 3.4.



From high-level point of view, NetTopo consists of both simulation and visualization functions. These two functions are not just simply placed together and do their own jobs which means they need to interact with each other and manipulate some common 13
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components and resources. Consequently, NetTopo is designed to be composed of several modular components. These modules are flexible enough for adding new components in the



future. The hierarchical modules are illustrated in Figure 3.5. Graphical User Interface Simulator Configuration



Painter Node



Visualizer



Topology



Algorithm



Virtual WSN (sensor nodes repository) File Manager (data persistence)



Figure 3.5. Hierarchical modules in NetTopo



3.3.1 Main Control module Main Control module, involved in all layers, is the core module working as a coordinator in charge of the interactions of other modules. It can be regarded as an adaptor between input and output interfaces of other modules and enables them to work smoothly. Main Control module is mainly responsible for the following three tasks: •



Obtaining the references of all other modules. This guarantees that all other modules can be invoked by each other. For example, after deploying a new virtual sensor node, the system should not only reserve a block of memory for saving the node variable and its reference, but also it needs to notify GUI to update the canvas and then users know a node is added. So the reference of GUI in Main Control is important.



•



Forwarding commands and return results. Normally, all kinds of commands sent from user should be forwarded to Main Control module. Then Main Control analyzes the commands, reads or modifies the configuration and then forwards the commands to a specific module responsible for the corresponding action. After getting the result, Main Control returns the results. For example, User send a starting simulation command, Main Control module collects all required information including configuration, algorithms, topologies and forwards command to simulation module. After getting results, it could make log files, update GUI, etc.



•



Controlling multi-threads. Simulation and visualization are integrated in NetTopo. This causes the multi-threads issues to be concerned. Main Control module controls the life cycle of the threads and deals with concurrency problems.
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Due to these functionalities and responsibilities, Main Control module is designed as singleton pattern. The singleton pattern is a design pattern that is used to restrict instantiation of a class to one object. This means the class of Main Control module only has one instance during the whole runtime of the system. The class diagram of the singleton pattern is showed in Figure 3.6. MainApp is the name of the class representing the Main Control module.



Figure 3.6. Singleton pattern of Main Control module



There is only one single static variable representing the instance of the class MainApp, a private construction method and a static public method. The private variable is initialized by calling the private construction method statically. This instance can be obtained by the public static method called getApp() each time.



3.3.2 Node module Node module represents various kinds of virtual sensor nodes. Virtual sensor nodes do not have fixed properties or structures. For example, sensor nodes can have very different sensing attributes: temperature, humidity, vibration, pressure, etc. To allow users to create their own virtual sensor nodes, an abstract interface named VNode is declared to define several basic methods representing actions of a real sensor node. Any user-defined node that wishes to run on the simulator must implement the VNode interface. By using this interface mechanism, user can easily define a new sensor node and add preferred attributes to it without worrying about its compatibility with other modules of the framework. The class diagram in Figure 3.7 shows the relation between VNode interface and other pre-defined sensor nodes classes. SensorNode class and SinkNode class directly implement VNode interface. SourceNode derives from SensorNode because any sensor node wishing to send sensed data could be regarded as a source node.
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SensorNode



SinkNode



+SensorNode() +getEnergy() +getMaxTR() +getBandWidth() +isAvailable(): boolean



+SinkNode()



VNode +setID(int id) +getID(): int +getAttrNames(): String[] +setAttrName(String attrName, String value): boolean +getAttrValue(String attrName): String +getErrorDescription(): String



SourceNode +SourceNode()



Figure 3.7. Class diagram in Node module



For the purpose of extensibility, Node module adopts factory method pattern. Factory method pattern deals with the problem of creating objects without specifying the exact class of object that will be created. To be more specific, The factory method design pattern handles this problem by defining a separate method for creating the objects, which subclasses can then override to specify the derived type of objects that will be created. In Node module, VNodeFactory is a factory class which is in charge of which sensor node should be created during the runtime. Class diagram of VNodeFactory is showed in Figure 3.8.



Figure 3.8. VNodeFactory class diagram



According to this factory method pattern, we can create our expected virtual sensor nodes just by providing the name of the node type. Consequently, by using Java reflexion mechanism, NetTopo can dynamically load the user-defined sensor node classes located in a certain plug-in file directory. It checks if the class implements the VNode interface. In addition, by using a property file recording the description of a sensor node and its corresponding class name, all user-defined sensor nodes can be loaded with a description in a list. User can choose whichever one they like to create a node instance of that kind without manually creating the list of sensor nodes.
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3.3.3 Topology module Topology module stands for the WSN topology to be deployed which describes the relationship and possible connections between sensor nodes. Network topology can be various shapes, e.g., line, circle, grid, triangle, tree, random topology. In practice, if users choose to deploy multiple sensor nodes in a ring topology. All they have to do is to enter the coordinate of the circle centre, circle radius and number of nodes. Then a bunch of sensor nodes in a ring are created automatically at once. Additionally, to allow users to create their own network topology, an abstract interface named Topology is declared to define several basic methods representing actions of a network topology. Any user-defined topology that wishes to be used on the simulator must implement the Topology interface. The class diagram in Figure 3.9 shows the relation between VNode interface and other pre-defined sensor nodes classes. SensorNode class and SinkNode class directly implement VNode interface. SourceNode derives from SensorNode because any sensor node wishing to send sensed data could be regarded as a source node. Topo_Line



Topo_Ring



Topo_Tree



Topo_Grid Coordinate +x: int +y: int +z: int



Topo_Random Topology +getArgNames(): String[] +setArgValue(String argName, String value): boolean +getArgErrorDescription(): String +getCoordinates(): Coordinate[]



+Coordinate() +setX(int x) +setY(int y) +setZ(int z) +withinRange(Coordinate c): boolean



Figure 3.9. Class diagram of Topology module



In Figure 3.9, Coordinate is a class representing the node coordinates on canvas. So values on each axis are integer. On 2D canvas, x coordinate is always set to 0. For the purpose of extensibility, Topology module also adopts factory method pattern.



3.3.4 Algorithm module Algorithm module represents an algorithm to be applied in the Virtual WSN. The algorithm can be any routing, clustering, scheduling, controlling algorithm, etc. To allow users to create their own algorithms, an abstract interface named Algorithm is declared to define several basic methods representing actions of an algorithm. Any user-defined algorithm that
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wishes to be applied by virtual sensor node and WSN on the simulator must implement the Algorithm interface.



In practice, an algorithm could consist of several smaller segments of logic which can be called sub functions. Take GPSR algorithm [5] as an example, it first needs to draw the planarized graphs such as the Relative Neighbourhood Graph (RNG) and Gabriel Graph (GG). Then it adopts greedy forwarding or planar perimeters to find the next forwarding node. In order to let users figure out the details of each logic function, each algorithm include several functions and keeps the references of all the functions. An interface called AlgorFunc is also proposed for the purpose of user-defined functions. The class diagram of Algorithm module is presented in Figure 3.10. TPGF_FindOnePath Algor_TPGF +Algor_TPGF()



TPGF_OptimizePath



TPGF_FindAllPaths



Algorithm



1



0..*



+getFunctions(): AlgorFunc[]



AlgorFunc +run()



GPSR_GG



Algor_GPSR



GPSR_RNG



+Algor_GPSR() GPSR_Perimeter



Figure 3.10. Class diagram of Algorithm module



Algorithm and AlgorFunc have a aggregation relationship. For each Algorithm instance, it has no or multiple AlgorFunc instances. For each AlgorFunc instance, it has and only has one Algorithm instance. GPSR [5] and TPGF [25] are two algorithms implemented in NetTopo. Their representing classes are Algor_TPGF and Algor_GPSR which directly implement Algorithm interface. Several sub functions of each algorithm such as 18
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TPGF_FindOnePath, TPGF_OptimizePath, TPGF_FindAllPaths, GPSR_GG, GPSR_RNG, GPSR_Perimeter implement AlgorFunc interface and can be obtained by their algorithm. For simplicity, only three functions for each algorithm are presented in the diagram.



3.3.5 Virtual WSN module Virtual WSN module works like a runtime sensor nodes repository. It can be regarded as a sensor nodes database but the data are rather kept in memory. Virtual WSN module is mainly responsible for the following three tasks: •



Preserving references of all virtual sensor nodes. Then all deployed sensor nodes can be accessed by their handle reference.



•



Recording the network size when it is created. This is important because the software should be able to operate under stress or tolerate unpredictable or invalid input. The network size information can be used to check some input parameters. For example, the coordinates of a node to be deployed should not exceed the network region based on this size.



•



Operating sensor nodes. This includes adding, deleting, viewing, modifying a sensor node, getting a collection of all sensor nodes with the same type and verifying the node has an duplicate coordinates with that of others.



Virtual WSN module has an association with Coordinate and VNode respectively. Class diagram of Virtual WSN module is presented in Figure 3.11. Virtual_WSN



Coordinate +Coordinate()



0..* 0..*



1



VNode



0..*



+Virtual_WSN() +getSize(): Coordinate +setSize(Coordinate c) +getNodeByID(int id) +addNode(VNode node) +delNodeByID(int id): VNode +getCoordinateByID(int id): Collection +getAllNodes(): Collection +getNodes(String type): Collection +deleteAllNodes()



Figure 3.11. Class diagram of Virtual WSN module



As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, multi-threads are involved in the whole framework. Virtual WSN module, as a sensor nodes repository, is invoked by many other modules. All the resources in Virtual WSN module should be regarded as critical region. Consequently, this 19
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module should be thread-safe to guarantee the robustness and reliability of the software. More details can be found in implementation section.



3.3.6 GUI module The main graphical user interface showed in Figure 3.12 consists of three major components: a display canvas (on the upper left), which can be dragged in case of viewing a large scale WSN, a property tab for displaying node properties (on the upper right), and a display console for logging and debugging information. Additionally, the GUI provides menu bar and tool bar for action performance. It also allows user to adjust the size of each window pane. Other GUI includes dialogues and wizards.



Figure 3.12. NetTopo main GUI



GUI module encapsulates all related window resources. As required and constrained by the requirement specification, the system shall be platform independent and should have a local operating system look and feel. Consequently, NetTopo adopts Standard Widget Toolkit (SWT) [20] to construct the graphical user interface. To display GUI elements, the SWT implementation accesses the native GUI libraries of the operating system using JNI (Java Native Interface) in a manner that is similar to those programs written using operating system-specific APIs. Though the implementation of the toolkit is unique for each platform, programs that call SWT are portable. NetTopo does not only use SWT as GUI construction components, but also use JFace [27] which is a layer that sits on top of the raw widget system, and provides classes for handling common UI programming tasks. It brings model view controller programming to the Standard Widget Toolkit.
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3.3.7 Painter module Painter module is separated from the main GUI due to the frequent paining tasks. The painter is also designed as an abstract interface for various painting requirements, e.g., 2D or 3D. The specific painter used in Figure 3.12 is Painter_2D. Additionally, the painter encapsulates the lower painting API, interacts with the Virtual WSN and main GUI and provides advanced painting methods, e.g. it can paint a link between any two nodes by just using their ID information. Painter module is responsible for painting all kinds of symbols such as node, link, hole, focus. It interacts with Virtual WSN, Node, and GUI modules. The class diagram of Painter_2D is presented in Figure 3.13. Coordinate



MainGUI



+Coordinate()



VNode



+refresh()



Virtual_WSN +Virtual_WSN() +getSize(): Coordinate +setSize(Coordinate c) +getNodeByID(int id) +addNode(VNode node) +delNodeByID(int id): VNode +getCoordinateByID(int id): Collection +getAllNodes(): Collection +getNodes(String type): Collection +deleteAllNodes()



Painter_2D +paintNode(int id) +parintNode(int id, RGB rgb) +paintNodes(int[] ids) +paintAllNodes() +rePaintAllNodes() +paintNodeFocus(int id) +paintConnection(int id1, int id2)



Figure 3.13. Class diagram of Painter_2D



For each painting task, Painter_2D first obtains the reference of virtual WSN by Main Control. Then it searches the nodes to be painted or coordinate information in virtual WSN. Based on this information, it paints pixels on the canvas obtained from GUI and then notifies the GUI to update.



3.3.8 Other Modules Other modules include File Manager, Utility and Configuration. File Manager, which handles all related file operations, is responsible for data persistence such as logging runtime information, recording statistical results, keeping virtual sensor nodes’ references, etc. Log information and statistical results are recorded as character streams into human readable format. References of virtual sensor nodes are stored as serialized format in order for the inner structure of node to be easily recovered and reused. More specific information 21
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is presented in Section 3.5. Utility module is also a module involved in all layers described in Figure 3.5. Utility module provides several basic and useful services such as defined application exceptions, format verification, number transforms, dialogue wrappers, etc. Configuration module provides a runtime repository for retrieving, modifying system configuration properties such as node painting radius, default link colour, default source node’s maximum transmission radius.



Simulator and Visualizer presented in Figure 3.5 represent the high level functions in NetTopo. The structure difference between these two modules is that simulator is a built-in of NetTopo but visualizer is loaded as a plug-in. This is because different accessing interfaces (wrappers) are needed for different devices, e.g. the HTTP based connection is used for getting image streams from wireless camera and the socket connection is used for getting Crossbow sensor data. The common modules they all utilize include Virtual WSN, Painter, Node, Configuration and GUI. Using these shared resources sometimes can cause synchronization problem, e.g. when both Simulator and Visualizer modules need to add new sensor nodes in the graphical display canvas. Their inner module interaction is illustrated in Section 3.3.9.



3.3.9 Interaction of modules In NetTopo, components interactively communicate with each other to achieve the functions of simulation and visualization. At the beginning, virtual nodes should be deployed and their attributes should be configured before the simulation starts. The Algorithm module loaded as plug-in decides how virtual sensor nodes will communicate and forward packets. Users’ command drives the simulation which runs based on the specification of the loaded algorithm.



Figure 3.14 shows the interaction between the user and related components in a simulation scenario. GUI invokes the simulation interface provided by Main Control when receive the simulation request. Main Control directly forwards the task to Algorithm and wait for the result. Then, Algorithm searches the Virtual WSN and gets the references of starting virtual sensor nodes. In Virtual WSN, the nodes cooperatively behave according to the specified algorithm and return the results, e.g. searched routing paths. Main Control notifies the Painter to paint the results on GUI after receiving the results from the Algorithm.
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Figure 3.14. Module interaction in simulation



The Visualizer works as a thread that shares some common modules with Simulator including GUI, Main Control, Painter and Configuration. Sometimes, Virtual WSN, Node and File Manager can also be involved. This depends on the implementations of Visualizer for different real sensor devices.



Figure 3.15 shows the modules interaction in a visualization scenario. Once the Visualizer thread is created, it runs concurrently with the Simulator thread. It then works in a loop to update the testbed information on GUI e.g. logging and painting added sensor nodes and connections, refreshing sensed data of each node, etc. until users manually interrupt this thread. This simple scenario only focuses on the visualization of testbed, in which visualization and simulation modules are running concurrently, but they actually do not interact with each other because no common virtual sensor nodes are used by both modules. A further example of interaction between both modules is presented in case study section.
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Figure 3.15. Module interaction in visualization



3.4 Interface Design In this section, we illustrate interface design issues including interfaces of main modules and invocation relationship between the main interfaces. Interface here refers to a public method of the modules. Modules provide their interfaces for other modules or external entities to operate on this module. Based on the signature of interfaces, modules can easily interact with each other.



3.4.1 Module interfaces With respect to Main Control module, the interfaces specification is described in Table 3.1. Table 3.1. Interfaces of Main Control



Interface name Description Input parameters Return getApp Get instance of Main void MainApp getGUI Get instance of GUI void GUI createNodes Deploy new sensor nodes Configuration Collection
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Table 3.2. Interfaces of VNode



Interface name getAttrNames setAttrValue getAttrValue getErrorDescription getID setID getColor



Description Get all attributes names Set attributes values Get attributes value Get description if error occurred. Get the VNode ID Set the VNode ID Get the colour



Input parameters void name, value (String) void void void id (int) void



Return Attribute void value (String) description id (int) void RGB



In Topology module, the interfaces specification of Topology is described in Table 3.3. Table 3.3. Interfaces of Topology



Interface name getArgNames setArgValue getErrorDescription getCoordinates



Description Get all arguments names Set arguments values Get description if error occurred. Create newcoordinates



Input parameters void arg, value (String) void void



Return Argument names void description Coordinate[]



In Painter module, the interfaces specification of Painter_2D is described in Table 3.4. Table 3.4. Interfaces of Painter_2D



Interface name paintNode paintNode paintNodes paintAllNodes repaintAllNodes paintNodeFocus paintConnection paintConnection



Description Paint a sensor node Paint a sensor node Paint sensor nodes Paint all sensor nodes Repaint all sensor nodes Paint focus of a node Paint connection between nodes Paint connection between nodes



Input parameters id: int id: int, color: RGB ids: int[] void void id: int id: int, id: int id, id, color: RGB



Return void void void void void void void void



The interfaces specification of Coordinate is described in Table 3.5. Table 3.5 Interfaces of Coordinate



Interface name Coordinate Coordinate equals withinRange



Description Create an instance Copy construction Verify value Verify range



Input parameters void Coordinate Coordinate Coordinate



Return Coordinate Coordinate boolean boolean



The interfaces specification of Virtual WSN module is described in Table 3.6. 25
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Table 3.6. Interfaces of Virtual WSN



Interface name VirtualWSN getSize setSize isDuplicate addNode deleteNodeByID deleteAllNodes getNodes getAllNodes getCoordinateByID getAllCoordinates



Description Create an instance Get the network size Set the network size Verify duplicate Create a sensor node Delete a sensor node Delete all sensor nodes Get nodes with a type Get all sensor nodes Get coordinates of a node Get coordinates of all nodes



Input parameters void void Coordinate Coordinate id: int, c: Coordinate id: int void Type name: String void id: int void



Return VirtualWSN c: Cooridnate void boolean void c: Coordinate void Collection Collection c: Coordinate Collection



3.4.2 Interface invocation All interfaces of a module are designed to be invoked by other modules. As a module coordinator, Main Control module’s interfaces listed in Table 3.1 are most often invoked. With respect to Node module, interfaces of VNode are often invoked by MainGUI because VNode is an abstract class representing the common actions of a sensor node. Its attributes are displayed in GUI. Other concrete classes which derive from VNode are often invoked in a specific algorithm. As regard to Painter module, interfaces like paintNode, paintLink and paintNodeFocus provide advanced painting methods and are often invoked by Visualizer and Algorithm. These two module’s main task is to update the canvas after processing the data. On the subject of Virtual WSN module, interfaces such as addNode and deleteNodeByID are often used by Painter. Nearly all process of interfaces in painter depend on Virtual WSN’s interfaces because Painter, for the purpose of providing advanced painting methods such as painting a link between any two nodes by just using their ID information, encapsulate the lower process of finding the corresponding sensor nodes and their coordinates. These tasks can be accomplished by invoking interfaces in Virtual WSN module. They work like searching a runtime sensor node repository. When it comes to GUI module, the most often invoked interface is refresh() called by Painter. After the painter paint visual symbol on the canvas, it needs to notify GUI to refresh the canvas. Figure 3.16 shows invocation relationship of some core interfaces of modules.
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Figure 3.16. Invocation relationship of core modules’ interfaces



3.5 Data persistence Data persistence is the ability to keep data or information around in the same state even after a program ends. Data persistence in NetTopo is needed due to the following three scenarios. •



Users deploy a WSN, configure the virtual sensor nodes’ attributes and test their own algorithms on it. However, the result could possibly not satisfy the expectation and users want to modify the algorithm and run it on the same virtual WSN environment deployed earlier so as to compare the results between these two. Consequently, preserving the configuration of virtual WSN is quite necessary for users to reuse the same fantastic pre-defined WSN.



•



Some runtime information and actions can be very helpful sometimes for users to debug their algorithms. Logging the information and recording the actions in file is a handful history material.



•



Researchers who do simulation of testing an algorithm not only expect to see visual results on the canvas but also need to gather some related statistics which could be used to analyze the algorithm performance. This statistics information is often presented in a file with unified format that allows users to future import them into external software to get the graphical results.



A database is often used in data persistence technology. It has many advantages such as Greater data integrity, independence from applications programs and improved data security. 27
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However, with respect to the above three scenarios in NetTopo, database is relatively complex, time-consuming and not necessary. Simulation often prefers to high performance rather than the information of a single sensor node. In NetTopo, disk files are adopted as storage media. The format of the file varies in different scenarios.



For the purpose of preserving references of all sensor nodes and their attributes, Java serialization technique is used. Serialization is the process of saving an object onto a storage medium or to transmit it across a network connection link in binary form. When the resulting series of bytes is reread according to the serialization format, it can be used to create an accurate clone of the original object. VirtualWSN class implements Serializable interface so as to be serialized. Related classes including VNode and Coordinate also implements Serializable interface. As VirtualWSN works like a runtime sensor nodes repository, the storage file with format formed by serializing the VirtualWSN can be easily written and reread. Log information and statistics report are recorded in files with character format.



3.6 Summary This chapter illustrates in detail the design issues of the whole framework. We first analyze the requirement specification including functional requirements and non-functional requirements. Related use case diagrams are presented. Then we explain the framework architecture in which external entities include user, persistent data, sensor devices and gateway are involved. After that, system modules are partitioned based on the functions and their relationship. Modules include: Main Control, Node, Topology, Algorithm, Virtual WSN, GUI, Painter, Utility, File Manager and Configuration. Functions of each module and their relationship are described in each subsection. Class diagrams and sequence diagrams are involved. Each module can be described using one sentence listed as follows: •



Main Control module, involved in all layers, is the core module working as a coordinator in charge of the interactions of other modules.



•



Node module represents various kinds of virtual sensor nodes. Topology module stands for the WSN topology to be deployed which describes the relationship and possible connections between sensor nodes.



•



Algorithm module represents an algorithm to be applied in the Virtual WSN. Virtual WSN module works like a runtime sensor nodes repository.



•



Virtual WSN module works like a runtime sensor nodes repository 28
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•



GUI module encapsulates all related window resources.



•



Painter encapsulates the lower painting API, interacts with the Virtual WSN and main GUI and provides advanced painting methods



•



File Manager, which handles all related file operations, is responsible for data persistence such as logging runtime information, recording statistical results, keeping virtual sensor nodes’ references, etc.



•



Utility module provides several basic and useful services such as defined application exceptions, format verification, number transforms, dialogue wrappers, etc.



•



Configuration module provides a runtime repository for retrieving, modifying system configuration properties



Then, we list interfaces of the core modules. The method signature, description, input parameters and return values are described in tables. Invocation relationship of core modules’ interfaces is presented in a component diagram. Finally we talk about the data persistence techniques used in NetTopo and explain why database is not adopted.



This chapter deals with high-level software design approaches. Several design patterns such as singleton pattern and factory method pattern are used. More specific implementation and logic are illustrated in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4 - Implementation of Core Features This chapter analyzes the implementation of the framework based on the design vision presented in the last chapter. After describing the features of NetTopo, we focus on the logic, programming technique and interesting code of some core features. NetTopo is released as open source software on the SourceForge website. Currently, it has more than eighty java classes and 11,000 Java lines source codes. Users can freely download the latest version of NetTopo by accessing the NetTopo website [8].



4.1 NetTopo features Features of NetTopo in current version can be classified in the following four categories. 1) Platform independent; •



NetTopo is implemented in Java language, which makes it portable between different operating systems. Built upon SWT, the graphical user interface has a local operating system look and feel.



2) Extensibility; •



Configurable sensor nodes with user-defined attributes. Users can define their own virtual sensor nodes with expected attributes. New type of nodes will be loaded as a plug-in, which provides an extra choice when users plan to deploy a WSN.



•



Customizable sensor network topology layout. Users can define their own topology based on the API described in the Topology component. This is helpful when users focus on studying a particular topology of the network.



•



User-defined algorithms and functions. An algorithm can be composed of several functions, each of which acts for a particular purpose. User can debug a single function or add a new function without influencing others in the same algorithm.



•



Device based wrappers for visualization. A wrapper is used to get information from sensor device. To visualize different hardware devices, users can create different wrappers to set up the connection for extracting information.



3) Flexibility; •



Single node deployment. Users can deploy a single node in a given location. This is useful for a slight modification to the virtual WSN or placement for a sink node or source node.
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•



Single node movement. Users can move any node to any place in the WSN field (graphical display canvas) after deploying the sensor nodes. This is useful for updating some specific sensor node’s location, e.g. move the sink node for several tests.



•



Random multi-node deployment. Users can randomly deploy a specified number of sensor nodes. The random seed can be the irreproducible current time point of the running computer or any specified reproducible integer.



•



Specific multi-node deployment. Users can deploy a specified number of sensor nodes based on pre-defined topologies to form some special shapes, e.g., users can deploy a circle by specifying the location of circle centre, radius, and node number.



•



Repeated node deployment. Users can repeatedly deploy different kind of sensor nodes in the Virtual WSN. This allows the deployment of heterogeneous sensor networks.



4) Practicability. •



Data persistence for virtual WSN. The network deployment state can be saved in a specific type of file using “.wsn” as the postfix. Users can base on these files to reuse the deployed virtual WSN or share these files with friends to discuss a common problem.



•



Snapshot for virtual WSN. Users can capture a snapshot for a virtual WSN and save it as “.bmp” picture. This feature allows users to further analyze the simulation results and use the saved picture for sharing or writing papers.



•



Node manipulation. Users can delete specified nodes, view the current properties of the nodes, modify the property values of a node before starting a simulation, search a node by its ID and disable nodes or kill nodes in a specified region to make a hole in the WSN or make an irregular WSN field.



•



Recording of simulation results. NetTopo can save the simulation results in a specific type of file using “.report” as the postfix. Users can use normal text editor software to open it and read the simulation result. The simulation results are formulated into a unified format that allows users to further import them into Microsoft Office Excel to get the graphical results, e.g., curves and charts.



4.2 Extensibility Take Node module as an example. As mentioned in Section 3.3.2, Node module adopts factory method pattern. VNodeFactory is a factory class which is in charge of which sensor 31
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node should be created. Figure 4.1 shows the code segment of VNodeFactory class. The factory creates object instance of VNode class by a public static method called getInstance. By providing the name of the node type as an input parameter, it can create a new node object of that type. The type name is a concrete node class name such as SinkNode (The exact name should include the package name so it is org.deri.nettopo.node.SinkNode). This code segment represents the power of Java reflexion mechanism. The factory method creates the instance by dynamically loading the node class when it is needed: Class.forname(). Then the node’s default construction method is called by method newInstance().



Figure 4.1. VNodeFactory class



The factory method can be invoked by a wizard page when user chooses which node on the list of GUI to be created. Figure 4.2 shows a method called getNode() in a wizard page class. This method invokes the factory method in VNodeFactory by providing the node type name. However, it does still not provide the concrete name but get the name from the nodeNames array. This array preserves the concrete node type names according to the node’s index on a list component of GUI. nodeDescription is the SWT list component.



Figure 4.2. Method using factory method



In addition, nodeNames array reads all node type names from a property file listed in Figure 4.3. Now, all the node type names can be displayed on wizard GUI and chosen to be created by user as long as the name is listed in this property file. By using this mechanism, the framework can add new sensor node type easily.
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Figure 4.3. Node type description list



4.3 Simulation Simulation is driven by each individual algorithm which has multiple functions. For each algorithm and function, there is also a similar property list describing the type of an algorithm or function. In main GUI, All algorithms are gathered and displayed as menu items for user to choose. Each menu item has a sub menu in which every sub menu item represents the function in that algorithm. All these algorithms and sub functions are created dynamically using the Java reflexion mechanism. The main program does not need to know which specific algorithm is loaded. Figure 4.4 shows the creation of sub functions of an algorithm.



Figure 4.4. Dynamical loading of algorithm functions
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References of functions are obtained by calling the method getFunctions() in algorithm. Then the program traverses the functions array. For each function, the program gets its class’s name and then retrieves the corresponding description from the property list. The description can be displayed in a menu item. The action of the menu is also listened in by a widget listener. Each time user click the menu item, the corresponding function starts to run.



4.4 Visualization Visualization is started and stopped by user’s action as well. The specific implementation of the visualization depends on the hardware and its driver interfaces. However, all visualizer works as a thread and shares some common modules with Simulator including GUI, Main Control, Painter and Configuration modules. This subsection illustrates how the visualizer is added to the main framework and how the visualization is stopped by user. A specific case study related to visualization is illustrated in next chapter. Figure 4.5 shows the methods of starting and stopping the visualization. In start process, the Runnable is dynamically crated in wizard and a thread which encapsulates this Runnable object then starts. With respect to stop process, the thread is arbitrarily interrupted by its pre-defined method interrupt().



Figure 4.5. Starting and stopping visualization
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4.5 Thread-safe virtual WSN As mentioned in 3.3.5, Virtual WSN module, working as a sensor nodes repository, should be thread-safe to deal with the multi-threads concurrency problem. As for implementation, VirtualWSN uses Java collection classes to store sensor nodes references and their coordinates. There are HashMap class and HashTable class which can meet the needs that a node’s reference can be quickly obtained by searching its ID. HashTable is thread-safe. HashMap is not but has more efficiency. Taking the efficiency into account, HashMap is selected as a runtime storage class. In order to guarantee the VirtualWSN is thread-safe, it uses ‘synchronized’ keyword in some code segments when HashMap is operated. Figure 4.6 shows the ‘synchronized’ keyword used in a method called getNodes in VirtualWSN.



Figure 4.6. Using synchronized keyword in Virtual WSN



Besides the ‘synchronized’ keyword, the function and logic of this method is really interesting. This method retrieves all nodes with the node type. The parameter ‘name’ is the node type name should include package name such as org.deri.nettopo.node.SensorNode mentioned in Section 4.2. The parameter ‘derived’ verify if the nodes to be retrieved include those nodes which inherit the nodes with the type name specified by the first parameter ‘name’. For example, SourceNode inherits SensorNode. If we call the method like this: getNodes(“org.deri.nettopo.node.SensorNode”, true), all the nodes with the SensorNode type and all its derived types including SourceNode should be returned. If the second parameter is false, then only the nodes with SensorNode type will be returned. In this code segment, isDerivedClass method verifies whether the class specified by the first parameter is derived from the class specified by the second parameter.
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4.6 SWT based GUI As mentioned in Section 3.3.6, the GUI is based on SWT components. However, when working with a widget toolkit, it is important to understand the underlying thread model that is used for reading and dispatching platform GUI events. The implementation of the UI thread affects the rules that applications must follow when using Java threads in their code.



SWT follows the threading model supported directly by the platforms. The application program runs the event loop in its main thread and dispatches events directly from this thread. The UI thread is the thread in which the Display (a class in SWT) was created. All other widgets must be created in the UI thread. Since all event code is triggered from the application's UI thread, application code that handles events can freely access the widgets and make graphics calls without any special techniques. However, the application is responsible for forking computational threads when performing long operations in response to an event. Consequently, Visualizer module, working as a thread, needs an indirect way of using SWT UI components. For example, if the Visualizer needs to call the refresh method in the main GUI, it cannot invoke this method directly. It should forward this task to Display. It first creates an object of Runnable interface and puts the code into the run method of the Runnable object. Then it invokes the asyncExec method of Display. Display will dispatch the event automatically later. The code segment of this asynchronous event dispatching logic is presented in Figure 4.7.



Figure 4.7. Asynchronous event dispatching



4.7 Summary In this chapter, we fist present the NetTopo features which can be classified into four categories: platform independent, Extensibility, Flexibility and Practicability. Then we analyze with the help of some Java code the implementation logic of some core features including node extensibility, simulation and visualization invocation, thread-safe virtual WSN and SWT based GUI. Two case studies are presented in the next chapter
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Chapter 5 – Case Studies for Test To demonstrate the usability of NetTopo we present two case studies on simulation and visualization respectively as user examples. For simulation, two routing algorithms, GPSR [5] and TPGF [25], are implemented and compared based on the statistical results. For visualization, a testbed composed of Crossbow sensor nodes is visualized.



5.1 Simulation of two routing algorithms Users who do simulation of testing an algorithm not only expect to see visual results on the canvas but also need to gather related statistic information that can be used to analyze the algorithm performance. For example, users want to know how many paths can be searched by repeatedly using a same algorithm in the WSN and how many hops each path has.



However, providing such information of a single test on a specific WSN deployment is not enough, because to evaluate the algorithm performance, users generally need to simulate the same algorithm for many times while changing several input parameters to get the more convincible average results.



Following the above example, users also want to know the average paths number by applying the same algorithm in 100 runs with different random network deployment. And users even want to know the variation of the paths number along with the variation of value of input parameters such as network size, node number, and transmission radius. NetTopo provides an easy way for users to configure their input parameters for the purpose of simulating the same algorithm for many times.



Two routing algorithms TPGF and GPSR are implemented in NetTopo as examples. When applying them respectively in the network layer of WSN, different performance can be compared in various aspects. The major concentrated measurement metrics include: 1) the average number of paths by repeatedly using this same algorithm in the WSN; 2) the average path length from the source node to the sink node. As an example, Figure 5.1 shows the visual results on the canvas when running both TPGF and GPSR in the virtual WSN.
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(a) Running TPGF in the virtual WSN with 4 routing paths when TR is set as 60 meters



(b) Running GPSR in the GG virtual WSN with 4 routing paths when TR is set as 60 meters



(c) Running GPSR in the RNG virtual WSN with 4 routing paths when TR is set as 60 meters Figure 5.1. An example of the simulation of TPGF and GPSR



In Figure 5.1, the red colour node is the source node and the green colour node is the sink node. Pictures (a), (b) and (c) give a direct impression to researchers that TPGF can have shorter average path length than that of GPSR in a single WSN deployment. However, having a single test result is not convincible; we need to do the test for many times. We would like to know the variation of these two metrics in the case of different conditions in terms of network density and transmission radius of sensor nodes.
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In order to simplify this case study, the network size is fixed in 600 × 400 (1 pixel on the canvas is considered as 1 meter). For each fixed number of sensor nodes (network density) and transmission radius (network degree), the average number of paths and the average path length are computed from 100 simulation results using 100 different random seeds for network deployment. Then, we change the node number (from 100 to 1000) and transmission radius (from 60 to 105) to obtain different values. By gathering all these average values together, lots of chart and figures can be drawn to reflect the execution performance of the algorithms. Figure 5.2 (a) and (b) are the simulation results on the average number of paths that found by applying TPGF and GPSR respectively. For statistics information and output file format, please refer to Appendix A.



(a) TPGF: average number of paths vs. number of nodes



(b) GPSR on GG virtual WSN: average number of paths vs. number of nodes Figure 5.2. Average number of paths vs. number of nodes



Figure 5.3 (a) and (b) and are the simulation results on the average path length that found by applying TPGF and GPSR respectively.
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(a) TPGF: average path length vs. number of nodes



(b) GPSR on GG virtual WSN: average path length vs. number of nodes Figure 5.3. Average path length vs. number of nodes



It is more convincible to use the statistical simulation results to reflect the impact on the execution performance of both GPSR and TPGF routing algorithms when using different transmission radius and number of sensor nodes for simulation.



5.2 Crossbow WSN testbed visualization Crossbow WSN testbed consists of six sensor nodes. Figure 5.4 shows the whole network structure and flow of sensed data. The xbow driver called xServe is installed in gateway for converting sensed data into XML stream and providing a TCP/IP service on port 9005. NetTopo can be located on gateway or another computer that can communicate with the gateway.
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Figure 5.4. Crossbow WSN testbed visualization flow



The sink node collects packets sent from sensor nodes. Each packet of any node includes lots of properties, e.g., its node ID and its parent node ID. By using a wrapper to set up a TCP/IP connection on port 9005, NetTopo can read the XML stream from the gateway, extract the node ID information and draw some round circles representing virtual sensor nodes on the canvas. More screen-grabs of hardware devices and visualization process are presented in Appendix B.



In addition to using Painter to update the GUI, this particular Visualizer component also creates virtual sensor nodes in the virtual WSN, which allows the references of these nodes to be obtained by Simulator for using in the simulation. Consequently, by getting the node ID and parent ID mapping information in the XML packet, NetTopo can easily draw the topology of the network connection. Nodes’ latest properties and sensed data, e.g., voltage, temperature, humid, pressure can also be periodically captured from the XML stream by setting a specific sampling rate. The values of all these properties are presented on the property tab of the main GUI and refreshed when new data arrive.



Furthermore, these six virtualized xbow nodes are considered as source nodes in the virtual WSN. When the temperature reading of any xbow node exceeds a threshold, the Simulator is involved to explore multiple routing in a pre-deployed virtual WSN, which include many other deployed simulated virtual sensor nodes.
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Figure 5.5 (a) shows the visualization of the six Crossbow nodes in the pre-deployed virtual WSN. Figure 5.5 (b) shows that one of the Crossbow nodes explored four routing paths by using TPGF.



(a) Six Crossbow nodes are virtualized as source nodes in the virtual WSN



(b) One Crossbow node explored 4 routing paths by using TPGF Figure 5.5. An example of the integration of testbed and simulation environment



5.3 Summary In this chapter, we present two case studies on simulation and visualization respectively for testing the efficiency of NetTopo framework. As for simulation, two WSN routing algorithms TPGF and GPSR are implemented. By running these algorithms in NetTopo, we acquire their output statistics for comparing the performance in terms of the average number of paths by repeatedly using this same algorithm in the WSN and the average path length from the source node to the sink node.



With respect to visualization, Crossbow WSN testbed which consists of six sensor nodes is visualized. A gateway, as an adaptor between real sensor hardware and NetTopo, is responsible for converting sensed data into XML stream and providing a TCP/IP service on port 9005. The specific driver software for Crossbow node is installed on the gateway. Then, 42
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NetTopo can communicate with gateway via TCP/IP, periodically gather the sensed information and update the GUI. For demonstrating the robustness and reliability of the framework, we use extreme conditions to test it. For example, after turning down an intermediate Crossbow node, the nodes which organically connect to that intermediate node will search a few paths and finally connect to a new node.



Additionally, these real sensor nodes are considered as source nodes in a pre-deployed virtual WSN. When the sensed temperature value of any real node exceeds a threshold, which means an event is detected, it then automatically starts a simulation for exploring one/multiple routing paths in the integrated virtual WSN. For demonstrating the faulttolerance of the framework, before the simulation is triggered, we move a few nodes trying to change the original WSN topology. The result shows there is no concurrency problem and the simulation finally starts in the WSN with latest modified topology.
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Chapter 6 - Conclusions and Further Work We have presented NetTopo, a Java-based open-source integrated framework of simulation and visualization for wireless sensor networks. The friendly GUI makes it easy to use and the modular components enable it to be easily extended. Due to the algorithm-oriented design, NetTopo supports the simulation for an extremely large scale network. It is useful for the rapid prototyping of an algorithm. The visualization function uncovers the real device based WSN topology and displays sensed data. Based on modular components design and common graphical resources, visualization process can drive the simulation. Generally, such integration takes the first step into the whole vision that applications can run partially in a simulation environment and partially in a physical WSN testbed and interact with each other to create an environment where algorithms can be much more accurately tested and validated.



Currently, NetTopo is released as open source software on the SourceForge and has its own website [8] as well. A conference paper related to it has been in submission. NetTopo excites attention of a sensor network technology company and a few websites have mentioned this framework. More people from the mailing list are willing to contribute. However, there still exist a few limitations on NetTopo and it needs a lot of future work listed as follows: •



Integrating with GSN middleware. So far, NetTopo only support visualizing Crossbow WSN, although the framework can be easily extended to integrate new visualizers. GSN [3] is a sensor network middleware. It provides a large number of wrappers (currently more than 25 wrappers) for extracting data from heterogeneous sensor devices. This can help to reduce the workload to implement new wrappers for some GSN supported sensor devices.



•



Simulation process controls the sensor device communication. As mentioned above, currently in NetTopo, visualization process can drive the simulation. However, if the driver of the sensor hardware provides API for controlling the sensors’ actions such as route choosing, then our simulation result can be easily applied in testbed for performance comparison.



•



3D visualization and localization. We have built a basic 3D visualization model for the smart home/office scenario in NetTopo as Figure 6.1 shows. As the future 44
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implementation work, we will further implement this 3D visualization model and integrate NetTopo with GPS to provide sensor nodes localization functions. For more screen-grabs of the scenario, please refer to Appendix C.



Figure 6.1. A 3D visualization model
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Appendix A ******************************************************************* * This file gives the statistical simulation results including **** * average number of searched paths, average number of original **** * hops and average number of optimized hops by using TPGF without** * any planarization *********************************************** ******************************************************************* Network Size: 600 * 800. Number of seed: 100. Start time: Thu Jul 03 19:52:26 BST 2008 End time: Fri Jul 04 00:17:10 BST 2008 ****** The followings are two versions of the result. ****** ****** TR 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 65 65 65 65 65 65 65 65 65 65 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 75 75 75 75



This is TR-fist version. ****** NodeNum AvgPathNum AvgOrHopNum 100 0.0 NaN 200 0.11 29.18 300 1.13 31.54 400 2.5 32.37 500 3.76 31.23 600 5.29 29.78 700 6.64 27.22 800 8.09 26.46 900 9.61 28.21 1000 11.25 26.85 100 0.0 NaN 200 0.35 34.29 300 1.72 30.17 400 3.31 29.15 500 4.87 27.07 600 6.58 28.22 700 8.11 25.33 800 9.79 25.25 900 11.51 23.42 1000 13.36 23.44 100 0.0 NaN 200 0.79 26.62 300 2.27 26.59 400 4.06 26.84 500 5.79 24.13 600 7.83 23.33 700 9.57 22.53 800 11.57 22.33 900 13.65 21.68 1000 15.71 21.6 100 0.0 NaN 200 1.2 30.12 300 2.97 25.26 400 4.95 22.75



AvgOpHopNum NaN 25.45 24.53 23.34 22.45 21.86 21.16 20.84 20.54 20.27 NaN 25.03 22.28 21.19 20.36 19.68 19.15 18.94 18.62 18.35 NaN 21.24 20.01 19.1 18.42 17.96 17.51 17.26 17.01 16.81 NaN 19.83 18.2 17.31
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NetTopo: A Framework of Simulation and Visualization for Wireless Sensor Networks – Chun Wu 75 75 75 75 75 75 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100



500 600 700 800 900 1000 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800



7.07 9.28 11.25 13.42 15.8 18.06 0.01 1.75 3.76 5.95 8.17 10.63 12.94 15.3 18.01 20.51 0.16 2.18 4.31 6.8 9.23 11.95 14.47 17.1 20.2 22.85 0.33 2.65 5.19 7.87 10.6 13.36 16.25 19.18 22.36 25.41 0.45 3.2 5.9 8.79 11.91 15.07 18.07 21.25 24.59 27.79 0.73 3.66 6.68 9.9 13.33 16.84 19.99 23.3



21.12 20.35 19.49 19.98 19.91 19.62 16.0 23.09 22.0 20.1 20.04 19.18 19.16 18.5 18.63 19.47 20.13 20.62 19.8 18.81 17.99 17.49 17.54 17.29 17.49 18.16 20.21 19.6 17.61 16.76 16.73 17.25 16.69 16.63 16.1 17.94 19.18 17.62 17.21 15.83 15.4 15.92 14.88 15.33 15.39 15.8 17.93 16.49 15.99 14.6 14.9 14.47 14.21 14.69



16.75 16.32 16.06 15.84 15.67 15.52 15.0 17.81 16.57 15.86 15.41 15.16 14.95 14.7 14.55 14.43 17.38 16.49 15.32 14.74 14.37 14.09 13.86 13.7 13.61 13.5 16.97 15.08 14.27 13.74 13.46 13.18 13.03 12.88 12.78 12.7 15.58 14.04 13.39 12.88 12.6 12.4 12.24 12.15 12.02 11.95 14.53 13.17 12.54 12.14 11.91 11.7 11.56 11.44
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900 1000 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000



27.06 30.52 1.0 4.29 7.61 11.06 14.65 18.37 21.64 25.25 29.33 33.15



14.66 14.89 16.43 15.88 14.8 14.01 14.4 14.7 13.64 13.51 14.17 14.52



11.36 11.28 13.61 12.44 11.87 11.51 11.27 11.14 10.97 10.85 10.8 10.74



***** The End. *****
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Appendix B



(1)
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(3)



(4) Figure B.1 Crossbow Visualization
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Appendix C



(1)



(2)



(3)



(4)



Figure C.1 Scenarios of 3D visualization and localization
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04212017 Conference on the DeploymentRedeployment of Master ... 

04212017 Conference on the DeploymentRedeployment of Master Teachers.pdf. 04212017 Conference on the DeploymentRedeployment of Master Teachers.
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MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (SUPPLY CHAIN ... 

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION. (SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT). (MBASCMFL). Term-End Examination. June, 2013. MCQ-030 : SOLUTION SELLING AND. CONSULTING. Time : 3 hours. Maximum Marks : 100. Note : Answer any five questions. All questions carry equal m
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Master of Science in Nursing 

Master of Science in Nursing. Admissions Essay Requirement. In October 2010, the Institute of ... education and training. You can download the full report here: ...
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Master of Social Work-min.pdf 

Master of Social Work-min.pdf. Master of Social Work-min.pdf. Open. Extract. Open with. Sign In. Main menu. Displaying Master of Social Work-min.pdf.
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